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What is weavix?

weavix® is an industry-leading communication platform designed to support and reinforce productivity and 

safety for the frontline workforce. We enable workers to perform better by connecting them with all their 

colleagues like never before. Enterprises have weavix® to close the last mile from field to o�ce, leading to 

streamlined communications for every worker and transforming how we keep workers safe and connected. 

Our innovative walt® smart radio is the easy-to-deploy solution to build a collaborative ecosystem for frontline 

workers with the latest in communication technology. weavic is the Internet of Workers® platform, built to 

strengthen workforces and maximize safety and productivity through communication and data-driven insights.

Founded in 2018, weavix® aims to disrupt the status quo to 

optimize frontline work through communication technology. 

Historically, new technologies have had limited deployments 

for frontline workers, focusing primarily on things rather than 

people. As the Internet of Workers® platform, we understand 

the value of your workforce and strive to improve their 

performance through disruptive innovations in 

communication. 

weavix® equips every worker with a rugged, purpose-built 

smart radio, granting them instant access to the latest in 

communication technology. With communication comes the 

opportunity to direct e�ective safety measures and scalable 

productivity management solutions throughout your facility 

and entire organization. 

Company Overview

Representing over 3 billion workers globally, the frontline 

workforce is the ultimate, and most disenfranchised, 

resource available. By enabling every worker with smart 

radios, weavix® builds a mass network of connected workers 

at scale, granting corporations the visibility into their 

frontline that’s never been possible. Using communication, 

safety, and data-driven solutions, we elevate your most 

powerful resource: your frontline workforce.

Enabling your 
Greatest Resource: 
The Frontline Worker

The Internet of Workers Platform 
The weavix® Internet of Workers® platform is the premier plug and play solution used to connect 

workers through communication and data to transform frontline e�ciency at scale.

Fast Deployment with 
Tap-and-Go Registrations

State-of-the-Art 
Communication Capabilities

Modern Safety Solution 
for Workers

Complimentary, Hassle-Free 
Managed Service

Boost E�ciency through 
Communication

Proven to Improve Collaboration 
Enterprise-wide

Connecting
Your Workers
Keep the people you need within arm’s reach, 
wherever they work.

Live & recorded video, text messaging, 
language translation and more

Communications that scale alongside your 
organization

Bring your frontline back into the conversation 
with the walt® smart radio

Yes, all good!

Are  you guys ok?

Keeping Every 
Worker Safe
A platform designed to digitally enhance and optimize 
safety practices in your workforce.

Send and receive targeted & mass alerts 
directly to and from every walt® smart radio

Manage, organize and analyze accidents and 
incidents on-site, virtually

Direct workers to safety and know when they 
arrive at muster during an emergency

Targeted & Mass Alerts

Incident Investigation

Dedicated SOS Button

Digital Safety Assessments Safety Observations Reporting

Muster Location Monitoring

The first solution granting complete data-driven 
transparency used to drive organizational change.

Determine the root causes of operational issues 
impacting your workforce

Reduce wasted time and costs to prioritize 
productivity and revenue

Establish operationally sound processes that 
boost e�ciency at scale

Creating Visibility 
on the Frontline

Site-Wide Visibility

Instant User Authentication

Time Delay Reporting

System Integrations

Location Monitoring

Digital Indentification

All ready to go!

E�ciency Dashboards

Interactive Maps

Custom Reports

Frontline Data Layers

Predictive Analysis

Reaching Your Full 
Business Potential
Integrate your key frontline business data into key 
aspects of your business.

Identify, examine and understand trends within 
your own workflows

Measure ongoing business decisions to reach 
your business goals

Identify new solutions to underlying issues 
impacting your workers

PT3™ Collaboration

Microsoft® Teams Integration

Industry-Leading Communication Features

Language Translation Active Global Directory

Text Messaging & Dictation Unlimited Group & 1:1 Channels

Focusing on People. Not Things.
weavix® is the uniquely designed platform enterprises use to get the most out of their most valuable 

resource: the frontline workforce. As the Internet of Workers® platform, our purpose is to truly connect your 

workforce in a secure environment that scales alongside your corporation.

Secure, reliable communications tailored to your enterprise. 

weavix® is the preferred platform for private cellular, giving you 

more control and better coverage for a lower cost than 

standard Wi-Fi. Want to keep your current network? With our 

flexible connectivity, we can work across any network type to 

connect and support your frontline workforce. 

The Preferred 
Communication 
Platform for Private 
Cellular

316.348.5461

hello@weavix.com

Vital business communications 

and data that don’t compromise 

your organization. weavix® applies 

the highest security standards to 

keep your information and 

enterprise safe.

Secure
weavix® is the preferred platform 

for private cellular. Make your 

workforce part of your competitive 

advantage with faster speeds and 

complete coverage for less than 

what you’d pay for wi-fi.

Reliable
Get started with weavix® in days. 

As your global partner in frontline 

enablement, we’ve gone the extra 

mile to make set up hassle-free 

with virtually no added 

infrastructure.

Scalable

With walt® connecting the frontline to the o�ce, 

weavix® creates a collaborative ecosystem for your 

entire workforce. Communication, collaboration and 

data acquisition can happen when every frontline 

worker is equipped with the digital tool tool they want 

to use – walt® Smart Radio.

The Key to Frontline
Enablement: walt
Smart Radio

Class 1 Div 2

UL Listed

IP68 Standard

ATEX Zone 2


